The Global Password
Security Report for
Education
Understanding password hygiene and risk in universities throughout the UK

INTRODUCTION

Organisations need a password security benchmark
The number of cyberattacks involving weak and stolen passwords increases in both volume
and complexity each year. Despite these threats, organisations have struggled to quantify their
own level of password risk. That’s why we analysed data from more than 43,000 organisations
who use LastPass as their business password manager to create a password security benchmark.
Read on to see how the Education sector, both Globally and in the UK, compares to
organisations around the world
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HOW EDUCATION COMPARES TO THE REST

LastPass Security Score
Of all organisations using LastPass for business, the average Security Score is 52.
However, Education’s global average security score of 49 is slightly lower and the
UK score of 47, is slightly lower again, so there is some catching up to do in terms
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of password security. Our tips for Education are:
•

Reduce the number of duplicate passwords across campus

•

Improve the strength of student and faculty passwords

•

Implement multi-factor authentication

52 49 47

A few colleges and universities have already begun to implement these
secure password practices. The highest global security score in Education
was 86, which is very promising to see.

LASTPASS SECURITY SCORE EXPLAINED

The LastPass Security Score evaluates on a scale of 0 to 100 not only how strong individual passwords are but also how well those passwords are protected,
factoring in duplicate, weak and shared passwords.
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HOW EDUCATION COMPARES TO THE REST

LastPass Password Strength Score
Education’s average Password Strength Score is 54, which fares well against the
overall average, especially since universities tend to have many students and
faculty. The UK Education has room for improvement as they are behind both the
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other averages. Our recommendations for Education are:
•

Increase password length and complexity by using a password generator

•

Create unique passwords for each account

•

Use a password management solution to manage student and faculty credentials
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One university leveraged these tips to create strong passwords and received a perfect
100 on their Password Strength Score, an achievement we applaud.

LASTPASS PASSWORD STRENGTH SCORE EXPLAINED

The LastPass Password Strength Score evaluates on a scale of 0 to 100 the combined averaged password strength of all passwords stored in the user’s vault,
factoring in length, complexity and reuse of passwords.
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MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION USAGE

The state of multi-factor authentication in Education
We also analysed how many businesses leverage multi-factor authentication (MFA) to
protect their passwords. While 45% of organisations may be using MFA, usage with
Education globally is very low, with a score of 12%. The UK Education sector has an
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excellent MFA score of 62%.
We suggest that others follow the lead of the UK and:
•

Identity a multi-factor authentication solution you already use or can easily integrate

•

Choose a solution and process that’s frictionless

•

Focus on education and adoption across your campus
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NEXT STEPS

Now is the time to take control of
password security on your campus
The Password Security Benchmark shows there is still work left to be done at
colleges and universities to improve password security. The trick is to change
password behaviour not only at school but also at home and work. This means
your password security tool should have the ease-of-use that students and staff
want as well as the oversight and control that administrators need.
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Learn how LastPass Enterprise
can help you increase password
security at your own institution.
lastpass.com
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